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1. Insert one memory bar to the socket of motherboard with an approximate 30-degree 
angle, press down the memory and release it three times for perfect contact of golden 
fingers.

Figure 3-207. Memory Module

2. Press down the memory until it clicks into the spring latches.

Figure 3-208. Memory Module

3. Insert the second memory bar to the other socket of motherboard with an approximate 
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30-degree angle, press down the memory and release it three times for perfect contact of 
golden fingers.

Figure 3-209. Memory Module

4. Press down the memory until it clicks into the spring latches.

Figure 3-210. Memory Module

NOTE:NOTE:
To run the notebook normally and make a good performance, it is necessary to 
assemble the memory bar(s) correctly. Please follow the detailed guide below to 
replace or update the system memory.
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1. For one memory bar, insert it to bank 1(close to CPU socket);

2. For two memory bars, insert them to bank 1,3(lower) and replace the higher-capacity one 
at bank 1, it is best to assemble two identical memory bars(with the same capacity, 
manufactory, model and packaging batch);

3. For three memory bars, the lower banks(bank 1,3) have higher priority. Insert two memory 
bars with the same capacity to bank 1,3. For three memory bars with the different capacity, 
insert the highest-capacity one to bank 1;

4. For four memory bars, insert the higher-capacity two to bank 1,2. And it is best to replace 
two identical memory bars(with the same capacity, manufactory, model and packaging 
batch) at the same side(bank 1,2 or 3,4).

NOTE:NOTE:
Only an Intel CORE� quad-core processor supports to run the notebook with four 
memory bars simultaneously.

NOTE:NOTE:
Machine with a UMA graphics processing unit has only two memory banks.

Figure 3-211. Memory Bank Location

Table 3-46. Memory Bank Location

Bank No. Color Marked Bank Location

1 Yellow Lower

2 Red Upper

3 Yellow Lower

4 Red Upper


